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Abstract

There is a paucity of data to guide anterior nucleus of the thalamus (ANT) deep brain 

stimulation (DBS) with brain sensing. The clinical Medtronic Percept DBS device provides 

constrained brain sensing power within a frequency band (power-in-band [PIB]), recorded in 

10-min averaged increments. Here, four patients with temporal lobe epilepsy were implanted 

with an investigational device providing full bandwidth chronic intracranial electroencephalogram 

(cEEG) from bilateral ANT and hippocampus (Hc). ANT PIB-based seizure detection was 

assessed. Detection parameters were cEEG PIB center frequency, bandwidth, and epoch duration. 

Performance was evaluated against epileptologist-confirmed Hc seizures, and assessed by area 

under the precision-recall curve (PR-AUC). Data included 99 days of cEEG, and 20, 278, 3, 

and 18 Hc seizures for Subjects 1–4. The best detector had 7-Hz center frequency, 5-Hz band 

width, and 10-s epoch duration (group PR-AUC = .90), with 75% sensitivity and .38 false alarms 
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per day for Subject 1, and 100% and .0 for Subjects 3 and 4. Hc seizures in Subject 2 did not 

propagate to ANT. The relative change of ANT PIB was maximal ipsilateral to seizure onset for 

all detected seizures. Chronic ANT and Hc recordings provide direct guidance for ANT DBS with 

brain sensing.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder (prevalence 621.5 per 100 000 people 

worldwide).1 Approximately one third of people with epilepsy have drug-resistant epilepsy 

(DRE).2 Many people with DRE are not candidates for epilepsy surgery or continue to have 

seizures despite surgery, and for these individuals electrical brain stimulation (EBS) is a 

viable treatment option.

Anterior nucleus of the thalamus (ANT) deep brain stimulation (DBS) has a CE mark and 

US Food and Drug Administration approval for the treatment of focal (partial) DRE.3 ANT 

DBS delivers open-loop electrical stimulation. Although ANT DBS is an effective therapy 

for focal DRE, ANT DBS, along with all forms of EBS, rarely results in seizure freedom.4 

Furthermore, epilepsy therapies and optimization may be impacted by the poor reliability of 

patient-reported seizure diaries,5,6 with implications for clinical practice and formal clinical 

drug/device trials.7

The sensing capabilities of a new generation of DBS devices may address these challenges. 

The commercially available Medtronic Percept DBS device provides constrained chronic 

intracranial electroencephalographic (cEEG) data in the form of local field potential (LFP) 

power within a physician-specified frequency band saved in 10-min averaged increments. 

There is evidence for the use of these LFP power-in-band (PIB) trends in Parkinson disease8; 

however, little is known about thalamic PIB trends for epilepsy. Unresolved questions 

for ANT sensing for epilepsy include: (1) What are optimal sensing parameters for ANT 

PIB trend-based seizure detection? and (2) Can ANT PIB trends provide reliable seizure 

detections?

The investigational Medtronic Summit RC + S is a research implantable pulse generator 

(IPG) that provides flexible continuous full bandwidth (1–250, 500, or 1000 Hz) cEEG from 

channels that can be selected from the available 16 electrode contacts, four leads with four 

contacts per lead.9 In a first in human epilepsy investigational device exemption (IDE) study, 

we have implanted the device in four patients with DRE. Participants have mesial temporal 

lobe epilepsy, and leads were placed in bilateral ANT and hippocampus (Hc) for cEEG and 

EBS.

Here, we leverage the ANT and Hc cEEG data from four subjects implanted with the 

investigational device to optimize automated seizure detection using ANT PIB trend data. 

Optimization parameters were (1) PIB center frequency, (2) PIB center width, and (3) epoch 
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length over which PIB trend data were averaged. These results provide timely guidance 

for ANT PIB-based seizure detection, which may enable adaptive DBS (combined open 

loop and responsive stimulation), improve therapy efficacy assessments with an automated 

electronic seizure diary, aid seizure lateralization, and facilitate seizure risk forecasting.10 

More broadly, this study demonstrates how rich research device datasets can inform clinical 

devices and direct next generation device development.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

Four subjects were implanted with the investigational Medtronic Summit RC + S IPG with 

leads targeting bilateral ANT and Hc (3387 and 3391 leads, with electrode span of 10.5 

and 24 mm, respectively). The IPG provided continuous cEEG time series data sampled at 

250 Hz from four bipolar pairs selected from four leads. Time series data were remotely 

streamed to a physician-accessible cloud-based server (Figure 1).9 All analyses used RC 

+ S ANT and Hc data acquired during the baseline stimulation-off period. This study 

was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (IDE G180224) and Mayo Clinic 

Institutional Review Board.

ANT PIB measurements from the RC + S device were calculated with methods comparable 

to Percept PIB trend data. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) frequency domain data were 

generated from consecutive 1-s bins of ANT time series data. ANT time series data were 

recorded at 250 Hz (equivalent to Percept); frequency domain data spanned 2–98 Hz in 1-Hz 

steps. ANT PIB was calculated while varying (1) the center frequency (2–95 Hz in 1-Hz 

steps), (2) bandwidth of the ANT LFP (5, 10, and 20 Hz), and (3) epoch length over which 

PIB trend data were averaged (2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 60, 120, and 600 s).

For seizure detection scoring, the data were split into nonoverlapping 1-min segments. 

Each segment was labeled as “seizure” or “not seizure” by a board certified epileptologist 

using Hc cEEG (details below). The seizure classifier scored the same 1-min segments for 

2–60-s epoch durations. For each 1-min segment, a label of “seizure” was recorded if the 

segment contained one or more epochs for which PIB surpassed the detection threshold 

(thresholds were varied for each subject to generate precision-recall [PR] and receiver 

operating characteristic [ROC] curves); otherwise, the segment was labeled “not seizure.” 

The same approach was used for 120- and 600-s epochs, with data split into 2-min or 10-min 

segments. A true positive detection was scored when a 1-min (or 2- or 10-min) segment was 

classified as “seizure” and the visually verified Hc cEEG label was “seizure.” A seizure was 

counted for at most one true positive detection.

cEEG Hc seizures were identified by a validated, high-sensitivity automated seizure 

classifier operating on full bandwidth Hc recordings11 and visually verified by a board 

certified epileptologist (G.A.W. or N.M.G.).

Seizure detection parameters were evaluated by area under the PR curve (PR-AUC) and 

ROC-AUC using all seizures from each subject. The PR curve is preferred for unbalanced 

datasets, such as for seizure detection.12 Electrodes were localized with the Lead-DBS 
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toolbox.13 Analyses were performed using MATLAB (v2020b, MathWorks) and the Python 

programming language (Python Software Foundation, https://www.python.org/).

3 | RESULTS

The investigational Medtronic Summit RC + S allows continuous 23/7 wireless streaming 

of time series data (1 h omitted daily during device charging) from four lead implants, 

whereas the Percept device stores PIB data from two leads on the implanted device (Figure 

1). The investigational device data included 23.8, 22.6, 23.7, and 29.3 days of full bandwidth 

ANT and Hc cEEG, and 20, 278, 3, and 18 visually verified Hc seizures from Subjects 

1–4, respectively. Subjects 1, 2, and 3 had left Hc onset seizures, whereas Subject 4 had 

independent bilateral Hc onset seizures. Detector parameter optimization was evaluated for 

all subjects (Figure 2A,B).

The best seizure detection performance was achieved with 7-Hz center frequency (Figure 

2A,B). The best performing epoch durations were 5–20 s (10 s was used for subsequent 

analyses), with a gradual decline through durations up to 120 s, and poor performance for 

600 s epochs (Figure 2A,B). Seizure detection was optimal with a narrow frequency band 

(5 Hz), with a gradual drop in performance as bandwidth increased from 5 through 20 Hz 

(data not shown). Subject 1 and Subject 4 left ANT had a narrow range of parameters that 

provided optimal performance, whereas Subject 3 and Subject 4 right ANT had a broader 

range of parameters that achieved perfect detector performance (Figure 2A,B).

The best performing parameters (7-Hz center frequency, 5-Hz bandwidth, and 10-s epoch 

duration), with optimal patient-specific thresholds, provided 75% sensitivity, .38 daily 

false alarm rate (FAR), 64% positive predictive value, and .58 PR-AUC for Subject 1, 

and 100% sensitivity and .0 daily FAR for Subjects 3 and 4. Subject 2 had previously 

undergone left anterior temporal lobectomy and amygdalohippocampectomy (ATL; Figure 

S1), and remnant Hc tail onset seizures had no ANT involvement by visual inspection or 

spectral analysis (Figure S2). Figure 2C show RC + S ANT PIB trend data with optimized 

parameters and with 10-min epoch durations for Subjects 1, 3, and 4. The relative change 

in ictal versus interictal ANT PIB was maximal ipsilateral to seizure onset for all detected 

seizures (Figure 2C; Figure S3); the ipsilateral to contralateral ratio was 1.5, 6.5, 9.0, and 5.2 

for Subjects 1, 3, and 4 left Hc seizures and Subject 4 right Hc seizures, respectively.

4 | DISCUSSION

Using a unique dataset of chronic full bandwidth ANT and Hc recordings from four 

ambulatory subjects with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy monitored in their natural 

environments, this work provides the first direct evidence that ANT PIB-based seizure 

detection is feasible, and can lateralize seizure onset. Application of these insights to a new 

generation of ANT DBS devices with brain sensing may facilitate adaptive DBS, objective 

assessments of device and drug trials with automated seizure diaries, and potentially seizure 

risk forecasting.10

This work suggests that for some individuals with temporal lobe epilepsy, reliable ANT 

PIB-based seizure detection can be achieved by theta band center frequency (7 Hz), narrow 
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band width (5 Hz), and relatively short epoch duration (5–20 s). The time over which LFP 

PIB data are averaged is not synchronized with seizure onset; short epoch durations allow 

for an entire epoch to reflect the ictal signal of interest and avoid dilution by interictal 

noise. Subject-specific differences in ictal activity impact detector performance (Figure 

2); however, these results provide evidence for initial detector parameter selection, and 

demonstrate that ANT PIB-based seizure detection is feasible.

Patient 1 had a markedly active interictal record (hourly spike rate = 1900), which reduced 

the discriminability of ictal versus interictal PIB trend data. The optimized detector had 

seizure sensitivity of 75% and daily FAR of .38. Patients 3 and 4 had greater contrast 

between ictal and interictal ANT PIB, with perfect detector performance (sensitivity = 

100%, FAR = .0). Perfect detector performance was achieved over a range of parameters for 

Subject 3 and Subject 4 right He onset seizures (Figure 2), with a preference for relatively 

low PIB center frequencies (theta to beta frequency range). Larger cohorts will determine 

how representative these thalamic seizure patterns are for the general population treated with 

ANT DBS. Although short epoch durations were superior to long epoch durations, some 

seizures were perceptible with 10-min epoch durations for Subjects 3 and 4 (Figure 2C). For 

all ANT detected seizures across all subjects, there was a greater relative change in ANT 

PIB ipsilateral to seizure onset, supporting seizure lateralization based on ANT PIB.

Subject 2, after left ATL, had no apparent seizure propagation from the remnant left Hc tail 

to the ANT. The reduced propensity for cortical recruitment with activation of the posterior 

Hc,14 and the atrophic Papez circuit (fornix atrophy on magnetic resonance imaging) may 

have suppressed Hc seizure propagation. Although these findings highlight subject-specific 

variability in performance, ANT PIB-based seizure detection was possible for all subjects 

with ANT seizure involvement. Recent work with thalamus stereo EEG (ANT involved in 

75% of seizures across 11 patients)15 and ANT responsive neurostimulation from the RNS 

System16 provides further support for ANT seizure detection.

Clinicians and patients may want confidence in an individual’s seizure detection 

performance. There are several options: (1) correlate patient-marked “seizure” events 

with changes in ANT trend data, (2) identify an ictal signature from full spectrum FFT 

data acquired in the seizure versus interictal states (patient-triggered events record full 

spectrum FFT from available DBS devices with brain sensing), and (3) record seizures with 

concurrent video EEG. Approach 2 may require “seizure” events to reflect the ictal rather 

than postictal state, which would benefit from storage of buffered data, not available with 

current devices.

This work relies on data from a small cohort of subjects with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy. 

Future efforts should evaluate larger cohorts that include individuals with extratemporal 

limbic epilepsy and extralimbic epilepsy, the latter of which may have reduced ANT seizure 

detection performance based on brain connectomics. These findings should be validated 

with clinical DBS devices with brain sensing. Although the cohort is small, the dataset is 

sizeable (99 days; 41 seizures with ANT involvement), and ambulatory cEEG recordings 

are uniquely positioned to inform clinical ANT DBS with brain sensing. This analysis 

was optimized for reliable seizure detection, which was delayed from seizure onset (Figure 
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1C,D), and early detection may be achieved with other parameters at the expense of seizure 

specificity. Lead placement and selection of sensing contacts may impact ANT seizure 

detection; these recordings were from the baseline stimulation-off time period, as we did not 

use sensing-friendly stimulation configurations.

To date, there is a striking scarcity of data from patients with epilepsy to inform ANT DBS 

with brain sensing. To the best of our knowledge, this work provides the first direct evidence 

for seizure detection and lateralization with available clinical ANT DBS devices with brain 

sensing. The ability to reliably identity ANT seizure activity could lead to new opportunities 

for adaptive DBS and seizure risk forecasting, and improve the accuracy of seizure outcome 

metrics in therapeutic trials.
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FIGURE 1. 
(A) Four lead implants for all subjects overlayed on Montreal Neurological Institute 

template brain (left panel), with anterior nucleus of the thalamus (ANT) and 

mammillothalamic tract colored red, thalamus white, and hippocampus (Hc) and amygdala 

yellow. Middle and right panels show Subject 1’s implant coregistered with preimplant 

fast gray matter acquisition T1 inversion recovery magnetic resonance imaging; electrode 

contacts are within the ANT and Hc bilaterally. (B) Illustration of the RC + S system: 

four implanted leads, implantable pulse generator (IPG), clinical telemetry module, 

epilepsy personal assistant device tablet, and physician-accessible cloud-based storage. (C) 

Representative seizure spectrogram and time series data, seen in Hc and ANT. Seizure 

onset is marked by asterisks. (D) Amplitude spectral density calculated over 10-s epochs 

corresponding to the seizure in C, overlayed on 30 min of awake and sleep interictal data. 

Dashed/dotted lines correspond to 10-s epochs marked in C. (E) Illustration of the Percept 

system: two implanted ANT leads, IPG, and clinician tablet that is required for power-in-

band (PIB) trend and event data download and time series data streaming. Patients use a 

programmer in the ambulatory setting to mark “seizure” events, which triggers acquisition 

of the full Fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum (H). (F) In-office left ANT time series 

data. (G) Ninety-six hours of Percept ANT PIB trend data. Patient-marked “seizure” events 
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indicated by red boxes did not have consistent correlates in the PIB trend data. The device 

provides unitless representation of local field potential (LFP) power. (H) FFT of 35 patient-

marked “seizure” events. FFT was truncated at 40 Hz for visualization. Patient-triggered 

events prompt storage of the full FFT spectrum (1–100 Hz) from 30 s of data following 

event trigger. Of note, E–H show clinical data from a patient with the Percept DBS system 

(not a study subject) to demonstrate the Percept device capabilities, and are not intended to 

represent optimized detector performance. iEEG, intracranial electroencephalographic
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FIGURE 2. 
(A) Anterior nucleus of the thalamus (ANT) power-in-band (PIB) trend-based seizure 

detection area under the precision-recall curve (PR-AUC) across all tested center frequencies 

and epoch durations. The group average is the average PR-AUC value across Subjects 

1, 3, and 4 shown in the right four panels. A random classifier has PR-AUC < .001 

for all subjects (random classifier PR-AUC = P/[P + N], where P = the total number of 

“positives” [gold standard seizures] and N = the total number of “negatives” [the number of 

interictal segments]12). Five-hertz bandwidth was used for all plots in Figure 2. (B) Receiver 
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operating characteristic (ROC)-AUC plots corresponding to A. A random classifier has 

ROC-AUC = .50. (C) RC + S-derived ANT PIB trend data using optimized seizure detection 

parameters (7-Hz center frequency, 5-Hz bandwidth, 10-s epoch) and optimized parameters 

with 10-min epoch duration. Visually confirmed hippocampus (Hc) seizure detections and 

ANT PIB trend-based seizure detections are marked. Detection thresholds are marked by 

dashed lines
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